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plan

i. the quantum threat

ii. two solutions

iii. state-of-the-art
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digitalisation: the next frontier

˛ digital Europe

˛ government cloud
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digitalisation: the next frontier

˛ digital Europe

˛ government cloud

cybersecurity is paramount
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crypto: we use it every day
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classical crypto

key Bkey A

public channel
cypher−text cypher−text

message message

Alice BobEve
info

decryptencrypt

˛ symmetric: key A “ key B one-time pad (OTP), AES-256/512

˛ asymmetric: key A ‰ key B public-key, RSA, DH

˛ authentication, digital signatures, privacy, security
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the problem

quantum computers will break internet security

˛ secure communications

˛ digital signatures

˛ mobile networks/5G

˛ financial transactions
mobile banking, POS, e-commerce

˛ authentication

˛ critical infrastructure

˛ secure voting

˛ software updating
cars, computers

ñ need to avoid the Q-Day (quantum apocalypse)
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how serious is the threat?
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quantum computing

a $65 billion industry by 2030
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IBM roadmap
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Mosca equation
”store now, decrypt later” (SNDL) attack

Migration time
The number of years needed to properly 
and safely migrate the system to a 
quantum-safe solution

Threat timeline
The number of years before the relevant 
threat actors will be able to break the 
quantum-vulnerable systems

Danger zone

Shelf-life time 
The number of years the 
information must be protected by 
the cyber-system

2020 2025 2030 2035

Quantum threat timeline F I G U R E  3

The precise threat timeline you should focus on depends on your risk 
tolerance. For very critical systems and assets, the likelihood of quantum 
attacks in five years is becoming material and for most critical systems and 
assets I believe the 10-year likelihood needs to be addressed assertively.

Michele Mosca, University of Waterloo, Canada

The quantum cyber threat is likely to materialize within the lifecycles 
of many IT/OT systems being deployed today; the cyber risk, 
however, particularly for long-lived data, is clear and present today.

Vikram Sharma, Founder & CEO, QuintessenceLabs

What is the potential impact of the quantum threat?1.3

When quantum computing gains traction, it will 
break some of the current cryptographic algorithms. 
A great deal of the security of our digital society 
relies on these cryptographic algorithms to 
guarantee the confidentiality (data privacy) and 
integrity (data accuracy) of our message exchanges, 
online banking operations and stored data in the 
cloud. Most of these algorithms’ security builds 
on mathematical problems that are considered 
intractable on classical computers but that become 
solvable with quantum computers. This threatens 
the security of the cryptographic algorithms that are 
a fundamental part of our digital lives. 

There are currently two algorithms – Shor and 
Grover – that quantum computers can use to break 
the hard mathematical problems that underpin some 
of our existing cryptography. Shor’s algorithm can be 

used to break the factorization problem in a matter 
of hours or even minutes,14 rendering public-key 
cryptographic algorithms useless.15 Grover’s algorithm 
can be used to speed up the search for the secret 
key used by symmetric cryptography to guarantee 
the confidentiality of most of our data exchanges and 
storages, as well as the search for the passwords we 
use to secure our personal accounts.16 

The impact of the quantum threat does not stop 
with cryptographic algorithms, as its cascading 
effects can be potentially large. With infrastructure 
breakdowns being one of the main concerns for 
cyber leaders, this places it among the highest 
challenges business organizations face in the 
future.17 The examples below illustrate some of 
the systemic risks around how the quantum threat 
could affect our daily lives:

Source: Michele Mosca, University of Waterloo, Canada13

Transitioning to a Quantum-Secure Economy 10
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... any solutions?
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Q-Day
two ways out

1. the classical way: post-quantum crypto (PQC)

find quantum-resistant, public-key classical algorithms ñ NIST PQC

2. the quantum way: quantum key distribution (QKD)

use the power of quantum + symmetric crypto (AES, OTP)

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography/selected-algorithms-2022
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PKC: status

https://www.quantamagazine.org

https://www.quantamagazine.org/post-quantum-cryptography-scheme-is-cracked-on-a-laptop-20220824/
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NIST PQC
the finalists

˛ NIST: PQC selection 2017-2022

type PKE/KEM signature

lattice CRYSTALS-Kyber CRYSTALS-Dilithium
FALCON

hash-based SPHINCS+

˛ round 4 launched

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography/selected-algorithms-2022
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World Economic Forum
White Paper, September 2022

”20 billion digital devices will need to be
upgraded or replaced with post-quantum

crypto in the next 20 years”

organizations should start planning
for the transition now

Transitioning to a 
Quantum-Secure Economy
W H I T E  P A P E R

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 2

In collaboration  
with Deloitte
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PQC
deployed now

˛ signal protocol: enhanced by PQC

˛ protects from future threats of
quantum computers

˛ chrome: Kyber KEM
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the quantum way: QKD

1. use quantum resources to securely distribute keys

2. use keys in symmetric crypto (OTP, AES etc)

quantum solves 2 problems:

˛ true (quantum) randomness

˛ secure key distribution
eavesdropper detected
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the quantum way: QKD

why does it work?

˛ no-cloning theorem ñ Eve cannot clone an unknown quantum state

˛ measurement changes a quantum state ñ higher QBER, detectable

Eve will be detected !

classically impossible
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QKD
commercial

˛ providers: IDQ, ThinkQuantum, Toshiba, QTI, KeeQuant, Kets Quantum, QO Jena,
LuxQuanta . . .

˛ e150-300 k/pair
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quantum networks

QKD systems: point-to-point ñ need quantum communication networks

˛ 1st generation: trusted nodes

§ available now

§ low functionality: key distribution

˛ 2nd generation: quantum repeaters

§ challenging

§ advanced functionality: entanglement distribution, quantum internet, blind QC
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trusted quantum node

key

key key

Quantum node Quantum node

key

channel

decryptor
data

data

encrypted

channel

quantum
QKD

KMS

data

QKD

encryptor
data

channel

classical
KMS

˛ QKD: establishes secure keys between neighbouring nodes

˛ KMS: shares keys between distant nodes

˛ encryptor: symmetric encryption (AES-256/512, OTP)
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what’s going on worldwide?
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EuroQCI
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Combine terrestrial and satellite 
components for wide coverage

QUANTUM COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Integrate quantum cryptography 
into critical communication systems

Protection of data networks, clock 
synchronization,

e-voting,…

Backbone infrastructure 
for the quantum internet
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EU + ESA: EuroQCI

SAGA, Eagle1, Eagle2
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China

Beijing-Shanghai quantum backbone, 2000 km (» Bucharest-Brussels)

Nature 589, 214 (2021) Science 356, 1110 (2017)

Hefei: 46 nodes intra-city quantum network
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RoQCI

2021–

goal: develop the Romanian Quantum Communication Infrastructure

˛ Phase 1: two intra-city q. networks:
Bucharest, Cluj

˛ Phase 2: National Quantum Backbone
(RoQBone): Bucharest–Cluj

˛ Phase 3: optical ground stations (OGS)

˛ Phase 4: cross-border links: HU, BG

Phase 1,2: Digital Europe Programme (RoNaQCI)
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QTSTRAT

QTSTRAT

2021 – 2023

RO national strategy in quantum communications

˛ Q1. research
quantum research hubs

˛ Q2. education and training
quantum specialists

˛ Q3. infrastructure
intra-city q. networks, national
quantum backbone, cross-border links

˛ Q4. quantum industry
components, applications, services

funding

strategic objectives

resources

people

research

infrastructure
education

training

quantum

industry

https://qtstrat.granturi.ubbcluj.ro
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what to do next?

transition to quantum-resistant crypto

˛ create a quantum-readiness roadmap

˛ inventory of quantum-vulnerable
systems

˛ start quantum risk assessment
processes

˛ replace HW, SW that use public-key
algorithms with quantum-resistant ones
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QUANTUM-READINESS: 
MIGRATION TO POST-QUANTUM 
CRYPTOGRAPHY 

BACKGROUND 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the National Security Agency (NSA), and the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) created this factsheet to inform organizations — especially those that support Critical 
Infrastructure — about the impacts of quantum capabilities, and to encourage the early planning for migration to post-
quantum cryptographic standards by developing a Quantum-Readiness Roadmap. NIST is working to publish the first set 
of post-quantum cryptographic (PQC) standards, to be released in 2024, to protect against future, potentially adversarial, 
cryptanalytically-relevant quantum computer (CRQC) capabilities. A CRQC would have the potential to break public-key 
systems (sometimes referred to as asymmetric cryptography) that are used to protect information systems today. 

WHY PREPARE NOW? 
A successful post-quantum cryptography migration will take time to plan and conduct. CISA, NSA, and NIST urge 
organizations to begin preparing now by creating quantum-readiness roadmaps, conducting inventories, applying risk 
assessments and analysis, and engaging vendors. Early planning is necessary as cyber threat actors could be targeting 
data today that would still require protection in the future (or in other words, has a long secrecy lifetime), using a catch 
now, break later or harvest now, decrypt later operation. Many of the cryptographic products, protocols, and services used 
today that rely on public key algorithms (e.g., Rivest-Shamir-Adleman [RSA], Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman [ECDH], and 
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm [ECDSA]) will need to be updated, replaced, or significantly altered to employ 
quantum-resistant PQC algorithms, to protect against this future threat. Organizations are encouraged to proactively 
prepare for future migration to products implementing the post-quantum cryptographic standards. This includes engaging 
with vendors around their quantum-readiness roadmap and actively implementing thoughtful, deliberate measures within 
their organizations to reduce the risks posed by a CRQC. 

ESTABLISH A QUANTUM-READINESS ROADMAP 
While the PQC standards are currently in development, the authoring agencies encourage organizations to create a 
quantum-readiness roadmap by first establishing a project management team to plan and scope the organization’s 
migration to PQC. Quantum-readiness project teams should initiate proactive cryptographic discovery activities that 
identify the organization’s current reliance on quantum-vulnerable cryptography. Systems and assets with quantum-
vulnerable cryptography include those involved in creating and validating digital signatures, which also incorporates 
software and firmware updates. Having an inventory of quantum-vulnerable systems and assets enables an organization 
to begin the quantum risk assessment processes, demonstrating the prioritization of migration. Lead by an organization’s 
Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) procurement experts, the inventory should include 
engagements with supply chain vendors to identify technologies that need to migrate from quantum-vulnerable 
cryptography to PQC.  

www.nccoe.nist.gov/crypto-agility-considerations-migrating-post-quantum-cryptographic-algorithms

 

 

The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE), a part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is a collaborative hub 
where industry organizations, government agencies, and academic institutions work together to address businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity 
challenges. Through this collaboration, the NCCoE develops modular, easily adaptable example cybersecurity solutions demonstrating how to apply 
standards and best practices using commercially available technology. 

   

LEARN MORE 
For more information about this project, visit:  
www.nccoe.nist.gov/crypto-agility-considerations-migrating-post-quantum-cryptographic-algorithms 

PROJECT WORKSTREAMS 
 
Discovery: Bringing together discovery tools to detect and report the presence and use of quantum vulnerable cryptography with 
enough detail and context to inform risk analysis and remediation.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Interoperability: Identifying interoperability and performance challenges that applied cryptographers may face when implementing 
the first quantum-resistant algorithms NIST will standardize in 2024. 
 
Performance: Compare algorithms, and not the implementation, by performing independent tests with each component. From 
these tests, document initial relative costs of using draft pure/hybrid PQC algorithms with baseline classical algorithms across 
various implementations. 

Lessons learned from the workstreams, such as identifying gaps that exist between post-quantum algorithms and their integration 
into protocol implementations, will be shared with standards development organizations responsible for developing or updating 
standards that protect systems and related assets. Increased use of discovery tools will have the added benefit of detecting and 
reporting the use of cryptographic algorithms that are known vulnerable to non-quantum attacks.  

TECHNOLOGY COLLABORATORS 
 
The technology vendors participating in this project submitted their capabilities in response to an open call in the Federal Register. 
Companies with relevant security capabilities were invited to sign a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement with the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), allowing them to participate in a consortium to build this example solution. 

Amazon Web Services, Inc. (AWS) CryptoNext Security Information Security 
Corporation 

National Security Agency 
(NSA) 

Thales DIS CPL USA, Inc. 

Cisco Systems, Inc. Dell Technologies InfoSec Global PQShield Thales Trusted Cyber 
Technologies 

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA) 

DigiCert ISARA Corporation SafeLogic, Inc. Utimaco 

Cloudflare, Inc. Entrust JP Morgan Chase Bank Samsung SDS Co., LTD Verizon 

Crypto4A Technologies, Inc. IBM Keyfactor SandboxAQ VMware, Inc. 

  Microsoft SSH Communications 
Security Corporation 

wolfSSL 

 
Certain commercial entities, equipment, products, or materials may be identified by name or company logo or other insignia to acknowledge their participation in this 
collaboration or to describe an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply special status or relationship with NIST or 
recommendation or endorsement by NIST or the NCCoE; neither is it intended to imply that the entities, equipment, products, or materials are necessarily the best 
available. 
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take home message

Q-Day is coming
not if, but when

˛ short term: PQC deployed now: signal, chrome, ...

˛ medium term: QKD safer, but expensive

˛ long term: quantum internet full quantum power & functionality

prepare now, be safe later
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are you ready?

I
n cybersecurity circles, they call it Q-day: 
the day when quantum computers will 
break the Internet.

Almost everything we do online is made 
possible by the quiet, relentless hum of 
cryptographic algorithms. These are the 
systems that scramble data to protect our 
privacy, establish our identity and secure 

our payments. And they work well: even with the 
best supercomputers available today, breaking 
the codes that the online world currently runs 
on would be an almost hopeless task.

But machines that will exploit the quirks of 
quantum physics threaten that entire deal. If 
they reach their full scale, quantum computers 
would crack current encryption algorithms 
exponentially faster than even the best 
non-quantum machines can. “A real quantum 
computer would be extremely dangerous,” 
says Eric Rescorla, chief technology officer 
of the Firefox browser team at Mozilla in 
San Francisco, California.

As in a cheesy time-travel trope, the 
machines that don’t yet exist endanger not 

only our future communications, but also 
our current and past ones. Data thieves who 
eavesdrop on Internet traffic could already 
be accumulating encrypted data, which 
they could unlock once quantum computers 
become available, potentially viewing 
everything from our medical histories to our 
old banking records. “Let’s say that a quantum 
computer is deployed in 2024,” says Rescorla. 
“Everything you’ve done on the Internet before 
2024 will be open for discussion.”

Even the most bullish proponents of 

PREPARING FOR Q-DAY
The quantum-computer revolution could give 
hackers superpowers. New encryption algorithms 
will keep them at bay. By Davide Castelvecchi
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thank you!
Nature 602, 198 (2022)


